In this paper, we proposed another new form of type-2 fuzzy data points(T2FDPs) that is perfectly normal type-2 data points(PNT2FDPs). These kinds of brand-new data were defined by using the existing type-2 fuzzy set theory(T2FST) and type-2 fuzzy number(T2FN) concept since we dealt with the problem of defining complex uncertainty data. Along with this restructuring, we included the fuzzification(alpha-cut operation), type-reduction and defuzzification processes against PNT2FDPs. In addition, we used interpolation B-soline curve function to demonstrate the PNT2FDPs.
Introduction
In dealing the problem of defining the uncertainty, there are various methods can be applied for dealing those problems. A well-known method in define the uncertainty problem is type-1 fuzzy set theory(fuzzy set theory) has recently involved in many areas of interest which, introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [31] . By the type-1 fuzzy set theory(T2FST) basic definition, then there also appear many basic concepts, which dealing the problem of uncertainty in specific areas such as type-1 fuzzy number(T1FN) concept, which deals to define the uncertainty real data problem.
Although T1FST was being the method of dealing the uncertainty problem, there also exist a problem when dealing the complex uncertainty. Therefore, Zadeh introduced the next level of T1FST, that is T2FST [32] . This theory used to solve the complex uncertainty problem, which is also can be used to solve the uncertainty problem.
The set of collection's data points are very important to perform curve and surface as the representative of the set data points' nature. When these data points become uncertain, then both curve and surface are unable to represent for those uncertain data points. Therefore, by using the T1FST and T1FN, then the uncertainty data points can be defined, which known as type-1 fuzzy data points(T1FDPs) and also are able to construct curve and surface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 14, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 25, 28, 29] .
However, in dealing the problem in defining the complex uncertainty data, we used the T2FST, T2FN concept and type-2 fuzzy relation(T2FR) to solve this matter. After the complex uncertainty data had been defined and become T2FDPs, then we applied fuzzification(alpha-cut operation), type-reduction and defuzzification process in order getting the crisp type-2 fuzzy solution data points(CT2FSDPs) as the final result.
Therefore, in this paper, we will discuss about what the PNT2FDPs was and how to define the PNT2FDPs then. By defining the PNT2FDPs, then we applied the fuzzification, type-reduction and defuzzification processes, which will be modeled by interpolation B-spline curve function. This paper organized as follows: Section 2 discusses of some basics definitions of T2FST. Then, in Section 3, we discuss about the T2FDPs definition along with the alpha-cut operation process, type-reduction and also defuzzification methods. For Section 4, we will discuss about the development of PNT2FDPs based on the definition of PNT2TFN and the processes of getting CT2FSDPs before we demonstrate for all these processes that had been mentioned before by using the interpolation B-spline curve function as the hypothetical example in Section 5. Then, this proposed method can be concluded in Section 6.
Type-Fuzzy Set Theory
In this section, we will define some basic theories of T2FST, which given as follows. 
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Type-2 Fuzzy Data Points
For this section, we define the T2FDPs based on the definitions of T2FST, T2FN and T2FR early had been defined.
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Perfectly Normal Type-2 Fuzzy Data Points
In this Section 4, we will discuss about the definition of PNT2FDP along with its fuzzification process(alpha-cut operation), type-reduction and defuzzification methods.
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This definition can be illustrated through Fig. 4 .2. After the fuzzification process against PNT2FDPs had been applied, then the next step is the type-reduction method. Type-reduction method is a method were used to reduce T2FDPs to T1FDPs after fuzzificication process has been applied. In addition, type-reduction used to allow defuzzification method of type-1 can be applied. There are many types of type-reduction, which has mentioned in [10, 11, 13, [15] [16] [17] . However, in this paper, we construct another type-reduction method, which is known as centroid min method, which can be given via Def. 4.3.
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Definition 4.3. Let
PN i P t t be a set ( 1) n + PNT2FDPs, then type-reduction method of α -T2FDPs(after fuzzification),
where
P is the crisp point and 
Perfectly Normal Type-2 Fuzzy Interpolation B-spline Curve Modeling
When we finished defined the complex uncertainty data points by using T2FST in PNT2FDPs form, then we want to illustrate them through a curve by interpolation B-spline curve function, and it can be known as perfectly normal type-2 fuzzy interpolation B-spline curve(PNT2FIBsC). PNT2FIBsC will give us more comprehended in how PNT2FDPs can be modeled with give us the curves shape based on the data points. Besides that, we can understand the meaning of the PNT2FDPs based on the yielded curves. Therefore, as the hypothetical example of modeling the complex uncertainty data points, the process of modeling for PNT2FDPs using interpolation B-spline curve function [9, 12, 20, 23, 30] can be given in Def. 5.1 as follows. In this part, PNT2FCPs are used to force the constructed curve to interpolate the Therefore, to illustrate the PNT2FIBsC, we summarized in the table form (Table  5 .1) for the computed PNT2FDPs and also in curve form by looking at Fig. 5 .1 as follows. 
